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[1] The goal of this paper is to investigate the added value of water isotopic measurements
to estimate the relative influence of large‐scale dynamics, convection, and land surface
recycling on the Sahelian water budget. To this aim, we use isotope data in the lower
tropospheric water vapor measured by the SCIAMACHY and TES satellite instruments
and in situ precipitation data from the Global Network for Isotopes in Precipitation and
collected during the African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis field campaign, together
with water‐tagging experiments with the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique general
circulation model (LMDZ) fitted with isotopes. We show that some isotopic biases in
LMDZ reveal the misrepresentation of dehydrating processes that would be undetected
without isotopic measurements. In dry regions, the vapor isotopic composition is primarily
controlled by the intensity of the air dehydration. In addition, it may also keep some
memory of dehydration pathways that is erased in the humidity distribution, namely the
relative contribution of dehydration in the tropical upper troposphere versus midlatitudes.
In wet regions, vapor and rain isotope compositions are primarily controlled by changes
in convection, through rain reevaporation and through the progressive depletion of
the vapor by convective mixing along air mass trajectories. Gradients in vapor isotope
composition along air mass trajectories may help estimate continental recycling intensity,
provided that we could quantify the effect of convection on the isotopic composition
of water vapor.
Citation: Risi, C., S. Bony, F. Vimeux, C. Frankenberg, D. Noone, and J. Worden (2010), Understanding the Sahelian water
budget through the isotopic composition of water vapor and precipitation, J. Geophys. Res., 115, D24110,
doi:10.1029/2010JD014690.
1. Introduction
[2] Understanding the water cycle in the Sahel has
important societal implications given the strong variability
of rainfall at the intraseasonal [Sultan et al., 2003;
Matthews, 2004; Mounier and Janicot, 2004], interannual,
and decadal time scales [Nicholson, 1981; Le Barbé et al.,
2002] on which the local economies and societies are
strongly sensitive [Sultan et al., 2005]. This variability results
from complex interactions between large‐scale dynamics,
convective processes, and continental recycling that are
difficult to disentangle [e.g., Fontaine and Janicot, 1996;
Zeng et al., 1999; Nicholson, 2000; Taylor et al., 2002]. In
addition, the loss of infrared energy to space, and thereby
the Earth’s greenhouse effect, is very sensitive to humidity
variations in the driest regions of the tropics [Spencer and
Braswell, 1997]. Understanding the processes that control
humidity over the Sahel and the nearby Sahara is thus
important to understand what controls the magnitude of the
water vapor feedback.
[3] Water vapor isotopologues (H2
16O, HDO, H2
18O)
fractionate during phase changes and thus record the suc-
cessive phase changes during the water cycle. With recent
technological advances in isotope measurements of the
tropospheric water vapor, both in situ [Gupta et al., 2009]
and from space [Worden et al., 2007; Herbin et al., 2009;
Frankenberg et al., 2009], water stable isotopologues are
increasingly cited as a new observational tool to better
understand and quantify processes controlling atmospheric
humidity [Worden et al., 2007; Frankenberg et al., 2009;
Sherwood et al., 2010a; Galewsky and Hurley, 2010], esti-
mate water budgets at the continental scale [Gat and Matsui,
1991; Brown et al., 2008], and better constrain convective
parameterizations [Bony et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009].
[4] In this study, we show how the water isotopic com-
position can help analyze the different components of the
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Sahelian water cycle, and, more generally, we examine what
information may be inferred from space‐borne or in situ
isotope measurements. The Sahel benefits from the large
amount of data collected as part of the African Monsoon
Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA) campaign [Janicot et
al., 2008; Redelsperger et al., 2006], including precipitation
sampling for isotopic analysis [Risi et al., 2008b, 2010a].
Further, the Sahel and Sahara are the regions where isotope
measurements by the satellite instrument SCIAMACHY are
the most frequent and accurate [Frankenberg et al., 2009],
providing the only isotope measurement in the lower tropo-
sphere to date with such a good temporal and spatial coverage.
The isotope composition of the lower troposphere vapor is
key to understand the composition of the precipitation, since
the boundary layer vapor feeds convective systems and
interacts isotopically by diffusive exchanges with the subse-
quent precipitation [Lawrence et al., 2004; Risi et al., 2008a,
2008b, 2010a]. Moreover, it allows us to investigate the
continuous evolution of isotopes as a response to atmospheric
processes and to document the isotopic variability even in dry
regions where it does not rain.
[5] A first step to assess what we can learn from water
isotopic measurements is to better understand what controls
the isotopic variations in vapor and precipitation at the
seasonal and intraseasonal time scales. We expect the iso-
tope composition of vapor and precipitation to be affected
by a variety of processes including large‐scale subsidence
[Frankenberg et al., 2009], dehydration history [Galewsky
et al., 2007; Galewsky and Hurley, 2010], convective mix-
ing by unsaturated downdrafts [Risi et al., 2008a, 2010a],
condensate and precipitation evaporation [Risi et al., 2008a;
Wright et al., 2009], isotopic exchanges between rain and
water vapor [Lawrence and Gedzelman, 1996; Lawrence et
al., 2004; Worden et al., 2007; Field et al., 2010] and
continental recycling [Gat and Matsui, 1991; Brown et al.,
2008]. To disentangle these different effects, we use a gen-
eral circulation model (GCM) fitted with water isotopologues
(Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMDZ), LMDZ‐
iso; Risi et al. [2010b]) in which we tag water vapor
depending on its origin or the processes it undergoes. This
technique, referred to as water tagging, has long been used to
tag the evaporative origin of water [Joussaume et al., 1984;
Koster et al., 1986, 1992; Cole et al., 1999; Delaygue et al.,
2000; Werner et al., 2001; Noone and Simmonds, 2002b;
Vuille et al., 2003; Yoshimura et al., 2004; Frankenberg
et al., 2009]. In this study we further exploit this tool to
tag the temperature at which water vapor has undergone its
last condensation and water vapor that has transited through
convective downdrafts or through microphysical processes
that affect the atmospheric moistening.
[6] Our ultimate goal is to design quantitative isotopic
diagnostics to understand and estimate the relative con-
tributions of large‐scale dynamics, convection, and land
surface recycling on the moisture budget of the Sahel and its
variability and to evaluate its representation in climate
models. Achieving such an ambitious goal is beyond the
scope of any single paper. Nonetheless, this paper explains
how these processes are imprinted in the precipitation and
vapor isotopic composition using a novel water‐tagging
methodology. In turn, our improved understanding of the
isotopic controls will allow us to improve our understanding
of the water cycle over the Sahel.
[7] In section 2, we present the observational data sets
used in this study and the LMDZ‐iso GCM, which we
evaluate in section 3. In section 4, we use the water‐tagging
experiments with LMDZ‐iso to investigate isotopic controls
and discuss the implications for inferring water budgets.
Finally, we conclude and present perspectives for future
work in section 5.
2. Data and Model
2.1. Data
2.1.1. Isotopic Data Collected During the AMMA
Campaign
[8] During the intensive period of the AMMA campaign
[Janicot et al., 2008; Redelsperger et al., 2006], the rain was
sampled after each precipitating event at three sites in the
Niamey area (13.53°N, 2.1°E) from June to September
2006, that is, during the entire monsoon season [Risi et al.,
2008b]. Since the precipitation collected at the three sites
features consistent isotope compositions, we will only dis-
cuss here the average composition of these three sites [Risi
et al., 2008b].
2.1.2. GNIP Data
[9] Monthly isotope composition of precipitation over
Western and Northern Africa are available from the Global
Network for Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP; Rozanski et al.
[1993]). We use 10 stations spanning latitudes from 12°N to
37°N (Table 1), allowing us to depict zonal variations
(Figure 1a).
2.1.3. SCIAMACHY Data
[10] The Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for
Atmospheric Chartography (SCIAMACHY) instrument
onboard the ENVISAT satellite measures precipitable water
and dD integrated over the entire atmospheric column
[Frankenberg et al., 2009]. Therefore, it is mainly sensitive
to the lower troposphere, since about 90% of the atmo-
spheric water is found below 500 hPa. Data are available
from 2003 to 2005. Sahel locations are sampled daily at
about 11:00 local time, with a footprint of about 120 km by
20 km [Frankenberg et al., 2009].
[11] In moist regions the precipitable data retrieved by
SCIAMACHY features a dry bias of up to 10 kg/m2 com-
pared to European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) and National Centers for Environ-
mental Prediction (NCEP) reanalyses, possibly due to frac-
tional cloud cover or incomplete sampling of the
atmospheric column. Therefore, we discarded all retrievals
associated with a cloud fraction higher than 10% or with a
retrieved precipitable water differing from ECMWF re-
analyses by more than 10%, selecting only about one third
of the measurements.
[12] We regridded the SCIAMACHY data on the same
grid as LMDZ (2.5° in latitude × 3.75° in longitude) and
sampled LMDZ‐iso daily outputs coincident with observa-
tions. The accuracy of individual measurements is typically
40–100‰, but this uncertainty is reduced by averaging in
time and space [Frankenberg et al., 2009]. On average,
there are about 25 measurements per month in each grid box
between 10°N–25°N and 10°W–30°E over the 3 years,
leading to errors in monthly means of the order of 10–15‰.
When analyzing the time series at the daily time scale, we
restrict ourselves to the year 2005, where the sampling
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Figure 1. (a and b) Annual mean precipitable water and (c and d) total column vapor dD observed by
SCIAMACHY (Figures 1a and 1c) and simulated by LMDZ‐iso (Figures 1b and 1d), averaged for the
years 2003–2005. Except in hatched regions, we discarded all retrievals associated with a cloud fraction
higher than 10% or with a retrieved precipitable water differing from ECMWF reanalyses by more than
10%. In hatched regions, no data passed this strict selection criterion: We thus relaxed it, but this hatched
data should be taken with caution. Annual mean dD at 600 hPa (e) observed by TES and (f) simulated by
LMDZ after convolution with TES kernels for the years 2004–2008. For both SCIAMACHY and TES
data sets, we sampled LMDZ‐iso daily outputs coincident with observations (see section 2.1 for de-
tails). GNIP stations used in this study, including Niamey where precipitation was collected during the
AMMA campaign, are shown in Figure 1a: 1, Kano; 2, Bamako; 3, N’Djamena; 4, Niamey; 5, Assekrem;
6, Fes; 7, Sfax; 8, Gibraltar; 9, Algiers; 10, Tunis.
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frequency over West Africa is much larger than for the two
other years.
2.1.4. TES Data
[13] To check the robustness of some results found with
the SCIAMACHY data set, we compared with monthly
seasonal cycles in dD retrieved by the Tropospheric Emis-
sion Spectrometer (TES) instrument [Worden et al., 2006,
2007] onboard the Aura satellite. We used measurements
over the 2004–2008 period. We selected only retrievals for
which the degree of freedom was higher than 0.5 to ensure a
significant sensitivity to the true state [Worden et al., 2006;
Lee et al., 2009]. We corrected the HDO data for a 5% bias
[Worden et al., 2006] depending on the averaging kernels.
We sampled LMDZ‐iso daily outputs coincident with ob-
servations and convolved them with monthly mean TES
averaging kernels and a priori constraint [Worden et al.,
2006]. We analyze results at 600 hPa where the instru-
ment sensitivity is maximum.
2.1.5. Relative Humidity and Precipitation Data
[14] To evaluate the relative humidity (RH) simulated by
LMDZ during the 2003–2005 period over which the
SCIAMACHY data are available, we use NCEP reanalyses
[Kalnay et al., 1996]. We checked the realism of the NCEP
reanalyses using four‐times‐daily radiosonde measurements
collected as part of the AMMA campaign [Nuret et al.,
2008] in 2006 in Niamey, Agadez (Niger, 16.97°N, 7.99°E)
and Tamanrasset (Algeria, 22.79°N, 5.52°E). NCEP profiles
for the same year are always within 10% of the radiosonde
data at levels up to 700 hPa, with a slight moist bias (up to
10%) in summer and a slight dry bias (up to 5% in RH units)
in winter at low levels. The daily variability is well captured
especially in winter (over Niamey at 700 hPa, correlations in
DJF and JJA are 0.94 and 0.52, respectively). Therefore, we
use the NCEP data for RH.
[15] We use the Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP; Huffman et al. [1997]) as the precipitation data set,
which agree very well with other precipitation data sets
(CMAP [Xie and Arkin, 1997] or CRU [New et al., 1999]
over this region [Cook and Vizy, 2006].
2.2. Model
[16] LMDZ4 [Hourdin et al., 2006] is the atmospheric
component of the IPSL‐CM4 ocean‐atmosphere coupled
model [Marti et al., 2005] used in CMIP3 [Meehl et al.,
2007]. It is used with a resolution of 2.5° in latitude,
3.75° in longitude, and 19 vertical levels. The physical
package includes the Emanuel convective scheme, re-
presenting explicitly an unsaturated downdraft driven by
rain reevaporation [Emanuel, 1991; Emanuel and Zivkovic‐
Rothman, 1999]. The boundary layer is treated by a simple
diffusive scheme. In our control simulation, advection is a
simple upstream scheme [Godunov, 1959].
[17] The isotopic version of LMDZ (named LMDZ‐iso) is
described in detail in Risi et al. [2010b]. Isotopic processes
associated with rain reevaporation, crucial in controlling the
precipitation composition [Lee and Fung, 2008; Bony et al.,
2008; Risi et al., 2010b], are represented in detail [Bony et
al., 2008].
[18] LMDZ is forced by observed sea surface tempera-
tures following the AMIP protocol [Gates, 1992]. To
facilitate the comparison between GCM simulations and
observations on a daily basis, horizontal winds at each
vertical level are nudged by NCEP reanalyses [Kalnay et al.,
1996]. The simulation is the same as the nudged simulation
described in Risi et al. [2010b], except that we use NCEP
rather than ECMWF [Uppala et al., 2005]. Indeed, due to a
southward bias of the Inter‐Tropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ) in West Africa in ECMWF reanalyses, LMDZ
underestimates the total monsoon precipitation over Niamey
from June to September by a factor of 4 compared to GPCP
when nudged by ECMWF.Our simulation starts in 2002 from
a simulation nudged by ECMWF starting in 1977, so the
water isotopic composition is already at equilibrium during
the 2003–2006 period that we analyze.
[19] Following this setup, we performed several sensitivity
tests that will be detailed when relevant. The land surface
scheme in LMDZ is a simple bucket in which no distinction is
made between bare soil evaporation and transpiration and no
fractionation is considered during evapotranspiration
[Hoffmann et al., 1998; Noone and Simmonds, 2002a; Risi
et al., 2010b]. Therefore, in sensitivity tests to land sur-
face conditions, LMDZ‐iso was coupled with the ORCHIDEE
iso land surface model [Ducoudré et al., 1993; Krinner et al.,
2005] fitted with isotopes (C. Risi et al., Water stable iso-
topes to evaluate the hydrological budget in large‐scale land
surface models: Investigation with ORCHIDEE‐iso, sub-
mitted to Climate Dynamics, 2010).
[20] Water‐tagging experiments were performed for the
2005–2006 period. The general principle of these experi-
ments is explained in Appendix A1 and the different experi-
ments (Table 2), will be detailed when relevant.
3. Evaluation of LMDZ‐iso Using SCIAMACHY,
GNIP, and AMMA Data Sets
[21] Before using LMDZ‐iso to investigate how atmo-
spheric processes are imprinted in the isotopic composition
of water vapor and precipitation, in this section we evaluate
the ability of LMDZ‐iso to simulate these compositions at
the seasonal (section 3.1) and intraseasonal (section 3.2)
time scales. We discuss possible reasons for some model
biases that we will evidence and try to investigate to which
misrepresented hydrological processes these biases reflect
(section 3.3).
Table 1. Coordinates and Time Period of Activity for the GNIP
Stations Used in This Studya
Name Latitude Longitude Time Period
Kano 12.05°N 8.53°E 1961–1973
Bamako 12.32°N 7.57°W 1962–1998
N’Djamena 12.13°N 15.03°E 1964–1995
Niamey 13.52°N 2.09°E 1992–1999
Assekrem 23.27°N 5.6°E 1993–2001
Fes 33.58°N 4.59°W 1994–2001
Sfax 34.43°N 10.41°E 1992–2001
Gibraltar 36.15°N 5.35°W 1962–2001
Algiers 36.78°N 3.05°E 1998–2001
Tunis 36.83°N 10.23°E 1968–2001
aBy comparison, the time periods for SCIAMACHY and TES are 2003–
2005 and 2004–2008, respectively.
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3.1. Evaluation at the Seasonal Time Scale
3.1.1. Vapor Composition Using SCIAMACHY Data
[22] In the SCIAMACHY data, both the total column
vapor dD and the precipitable water are minimum over the
Sahara around 25°N (Figures 1a and 1c). This minimum was
interpreted by Frankenberg et al. [2009] as the depleting
effect large‐scale subsidence in this region. North of 15°N,
corresponding to the northward extension of the monsoon
flow, vapor dD is lower in winter (Figure 2b, Figure 3),
when large‐scale subsidence associated with the Hadley
circulation is stronger. South of 10°N on the other hand,
vapor dD is minimum in summer, presumably due to the
depleting effect of convective activity during the monsoon
season [Lawrence et al., 2004; Risi et al., 2008b]. The 10°N
latitude constitutes a transition between these two regions,
featuring a dD minimum in winter reflecting the depleting
effect of subsidence and a secondary d minimum in summer
reflecting the depleting effect of convection (Figure 3b). The
TES dD at 600 hPa features very similar spatial and seasonal
variations (Figures 1e, 1f, 2e, and 2f), increasing our con-
fidence in the SCIAMACHY data set.
[23] LMDZ strongly overestimates the precipitable water,
especially in dry regions. Such a moist bias is common in
GCMs [e.g., Pierce et al., 2006; John and Soden, 2007].
LMDZ‐iso simulates the dD patterns (Figure 1d) and
seasonality (Figure 2d) qualitatively well, but features two
aspects of disagreement. First, the annual mean dD is too
enriched, by up to 40‰ between 25°N and 35°N (Figures 1a
and 1c). This enrichment bias of the model cannot be
attributed to a systematic bias in the data since the model
and data agree well south of 15°N. Second, the simulated
seasonality is underestimated, by up to 60‰ between 25°N
and 30°N (Figures 1b and 1d). The winter dD is under-
estimated by the model by up to 80‰ at 30°N (Figures 3c
and 3d). These same aspects of disagreement were already
noted for iso‐GSM [Frankenberg et al., 2009]. Comparing
LMDZ‐iso with TES supports the idea that the excessive
enrichment and underestimated dD seasonality in LMDZ is a
real problem of the model and not a bias in the SCIAMACHY
data set (Figures 1 and 2): on average over the Sahara region
(20°N–30°N and 10°W–20°E), LMDZ overestimates annual
mean dD by 40‰ and underestimates its seasonal amplitude
by 11% at 600 hPa compared to TES.
[24] At 10°N in August, LMDZ‐iso underestimates the
convection‐related depletion in August (Figure 3b). There-
fore, LMDZ‐iso may also underestimate the depleting effect
of atmospheric convection.
3.1.2. Precipitation Composition Using GNIP Data
[25] Seasonal cycles of precipitation allows us to (1)
check that LMDZ‐iso simulates isotopic processes during
rainfall, which are crucial to control the isotopic composi-
tion of the vapor [Lawrence et al., 2004; Worden et al.,
2007; Field et al., 2010] and precipitation [Stewart, 1975;
Risi et al., 2008a, 2008b], reasonably well and (2) provide a
“ground truth” to check the robustness of the model biases
evidenced when comparing to SCIAMACHY.
[26] The seasonal cycles in the vapor measured by
SCIAMACHY are very similar to those measured in the
precipitation at GNIP stations except for a uniform shift
(Figure 3, green). This confirms that the composition of the
precipitation is strongly constrained by that of the local
lower tropospheric vapor [Risi et al., 2008a]. The difference
between the d in the precipitation (dp) and the vapor (dv), is well
simulated by LMDZ, suggesting that LMDZ‐iso represents
isotopic processes during rainfall reasonably well.
[27] LMDZ‐iso features the same biases for dp as for dv:
north of 25°N, LMDZ features a enrichment bias of a mag-
nitude comparable to that in the vapor. The depletion during
the monsoon season at 10°N, likely due to the depleting effect
of convection, is also underestimated. This confirms that the
model biases noticed when comparing to SCIAMACHY are
real and not artifact of satellite observations.
3.2. Evaluation at the Intraseasonal Time Scale
3.2.1. Vapor Composition Using SCIAMACHY Data
[28] Over Niamey, SCIAMACHY features intraseasonal
modulations of vapor dD at all seasons, with peak to peak
amplitudes of about 60–80‰ (Figure 4b). There are two
regimes for the control of dD (Figure 5a). First, during
winter, precipitable water correlates with dD over most of
West Africa and the Sahara. This suggests a control of both
dD and precipitable water by subsidence: when subsidence
is stronger, the air is drier and more depleted as it comes
from higher up. Second, during the monsoon season, the
correlation is negative southward of 16°N. This suggests a
control by convective activity in wetter conditions during
the monsoon season: convection is stronger when the air is
moister, and depletes the vapor [Lawrence et al., 2004; Risi
et al., 2008b]. The 16°N latitude coincides with the location
of the intertropical discontinuity limiting the extension of
the monsoon flow [Hall and Peyrillé, 2006].
[29] LMDZ‐iso captures these two regimes for the control
of dD very well (Figure 5b). However, it strongly under-
estimates the intraseasonal variability, especially in spring
and summer, with peak to peak amplitudes lower than 20‰
(Figure 4b).
3.2.2. Precipitation Composition Using AMMA Data
Over Niamey
[30] Despite the nudging, LMDZ is not able to reproduce
the exact phasing of the intraseasonal variability in precip-
itation (Figure 6a). This is expected since precipitation is
affected by parameterized sub‐grid‐scale processes (con-
vection, clouds) and not just constrained by the dynamics. In
LMDZ, the monsoon onset occurs approximately early
August compared to mid‐July in the data. However, the total
accumulated precipitation from 1 June to 30 September is
similar (480 mm in GPCP and 400 in LMDZ) and the order
of magnitude of the amplitude and frequency of the in-
traseasonal variability is correctly simulated. Even though
Table 2. Summary of the Different Water‐Tagging Experiments
Tagging
Experiment Tag Description
1 Five tags for five bins of minimum temperature undergone
2 Evaporation from land versus evaporation
from different oceanic basins
3 Three 3‐D domains representing the three main air flows
in the Sahel + surface evaporation
4 Unsaturated downdraft vapor versus the remaining vapor
5 Precipitation reevaporation versus the remaining vapor
6 Evaporation from bare soil, transpiration
and oceanic evaporation
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the simulated precipitation variability is not in phase with
that observed, we show here that the main features of the
response of the precipitation isotope composition to con-
vective activity are well captured by LMDZ (Figure 6).
[31] The observed precipitation d18O (d18Op) shows a
strong decrease of 6‰ at the monsoon onset [Risi et al.,
2008b], when the ITCZ abruptly shifts to a northward
position from the Guinean coast to the Sahel. LMDZ‐iso
simulates a decrease of comparable amplitude (Figure 6b).
Figure 2. Same as described in the caption to Figure 1 but for JJA‐DJF differences.
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The concomitant observed increase in deuterium excess
(d‐excess: dp = dDp − 8 · d18Op [Dansgaard, 1964]) is also
well simulated (Figure 6c). LMDZ thus reproduces the
isotopic signature of the monsoon onset, though slightly
smoother than in observations.
[32] Before the onset, d18Op variations are mostly con-
trolled by the intensity of individual convective events,
whereas after the onset, they are most correlated with con-
vective activity averaged over the 9 previous days [Risi et al.,
2008b]. These features are well reproduced by LMDZ‐iso:
before the onset, simulated d18Op responds instantaneously to
variations in convective activity (d18O increases and dp de-
creases as the daily rainfall increases; Figures 6a and 6b), and
after the onset d18Op integrates convection (d
18Op best cor-
relates with precipitation when precipitation is averaged over
the 15 to 20 previous days, Figure 6d), though local controls
are overestimated in the model. Therefore, LMDZ‐iso can
capture the time scales of the isotope response to convection.
Figure 3. Seasonal cycles of column vapor dD averaged over 2003–2005 and over 10°W–20°E, for
SCIAMACHY (black) and LMDZ‐iso (red). The different plots show values for different latitudes.
Also shown is precipitation dD simulated by LMDZ‐iso (dashed blue) and observed at GNIP stations
(dashed‐dotted green), with 100‰ subtracted so that vapor and precipitation isotopic composition can
be compared on the same plot.
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3.3. Interpretation of Simulated Isotopic Biases in
Terms of Misrepresented Hydrological Processes
3.3.1. Enrichment Bias and Underestimated
Seasonality
[33] What explains the enrichment bias of the model in
annual average and its underestimated dD seasonality? In
the control simulation, the enrichment bias is associated
with a moist bias of about 5 kg/m2 in precipitable water over
the Sahara (Figure 1b). Simulated vertical velocities do not
show any systematic differences from the NCEP reanalyses
(as expected for a nudged simulation) suggesting that the
well‐simulated subsidence does not dry and deplete the air
masses enough. Further, the simulated slope of dD versus
Figure 4. (a) Daily evolution of precipitable water and (b) dD in column‐integrated water vapor
observed by SCIAMACHY (black) and simulated by LMDZ for daily averages (red) in 2005 in Niamey.
The instant values simulated by LMDZ at 12:00 universal time coordinated (corresponding to 13:00 local
time) (green). Values have been smoothed with a 5 day running mean. (c) Daily evolution of relative
humidity at 760 hPa (where dD is the closest to the total column water dD) for LMDZ (red) and NCEP
reanalyses (red).
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precipitable water is strongly underestimated in the Sahara
at the seasonal and spatial scales (Figure 7, green). This
indicates that the underestimated depletion is due to not only
the underestimated dehydrating effect of subsidence but also
an underestimated depleting effect of dehydration.
[34] To explore several possibilities for the under-
estimated depleting effect of dehydration in LMDZ, we
performed several sensitivity tests. First, in subtropical
regions like the Sahel, the presence of fine filaments of moist
and dry air results in very strong gradients in tropospheric
RH [Emanuel and Pierrehumbert, 1996; Pierrehumbert and
Roca, 1998; Roca et al., 2005], whose representation in a
model requires a high resolution and accurate advection
scheme [Hourdin and Armengaud, 1999]. Excessive mixing
in the model may lead to the moist bias frequently seen in
GCMs in the subtropics [Pierce et al., 2006; Sherwood et
al., 2010b] and to the excessive enrichment, since mixing
lines are more enriched than Rayleigh distillation lines
[Dessler and Sherwood, 2003; Worden et al., 2007;
Galewsky and Hurley, 2010]. To test this hypothesis, we
performed three additional simulations: (1) one with a
higher vertical resolution (40 levels in the vertical instead of
19); (2) one with a higher horizontal resolution, using the
zoom functionality [Krinner et al., 1997] centered on West
and North Africa, leading to a resolution of 60–80 km over
the 0°–35°N–10°W–30°E domain; and (3) one with a less
diffusive advection scheme, using a second‐order [Van
Leer, 1977] rather than upstream [Godunov, 1959] advec-
tion scheme. Higher resolutions have little impact on RH
and dD (not shown), suggesting that the difficulty to simu-
late dD is a structural problem of the model. On the other
hand, with the less diffusive advection scheme, the precip-
itable water is strongly reduced, in much better agreement
with the data (Figure 7, blue). This suggests that too strong
diffusion during water vapor transport is responsible for
this moist bias. However, the enrichment bias in the model
remains unchanged, reflecting deeper problems in the simu-
lation of dehydrating or remoistening processes. The fact that
the vapor isotopic composition can be poorly simulated even
when the precipitable water is correct highlights the interest
of water vapor isotopologues to evaluate processes control-
ling humidity in GCMs.
[35] We thus tested the sensitivity to several dehydrating
and moistening processes. First, shallow convection and
Figure 5. Correlation between precipitable water and total column vapor dD at the intraseasonal scale
during (a and b) December–January–February and (c and d) June–July–August for (a and c) SCIAMA-
CHY and (b and d) LMDZ‐iso. The time series of precipitable water and dD over the 2003–2005 period
are filtered with a running mean of 5 days, and time series filtered with a running mean of 2 months are
subtracted, to focus on intraseasonal variations. The dashed line on c and d materializes the transition
between subsidence‐controlled and convection‐controlled dD (see text) corresponding to the northward
extension of the monsoon flow.
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boundary layer mixing play a key role in the water and
energy budgets of the Saharan atmosphere [Hall and
Peyrillé, 2006; Cuesta et al., 2008], which our simple dif-
fusive boundary layer scheme may underestimate. However,
activating a mass‐flux boundary layer scheme representing
the vertical transport by coherent structures (i.e., thermals)
within the convective boundary layer [Hourdin et al., 2002]
has little impact on precipitable water and dD (not shown).
Second, the detrainment and evaporation of ice from con-
vective systems significantly enriches the upper tropospheric
water vapor [Moyer et al., 1996; Webster and Heymsfield,
2003; Wright et al., 2009], which then subsides throughout
the subtropics as part of the Hadley cell. When we tune the
precipitation efficiency to reduce by a factor of 10 the fraction
of the condensate detrained into the environment in the upper
troposphere, dD is reduced by 200‰ over the tropics at
200 hPa, but is little affected in the lower troposphere (not
shown). Third, in a simulation in which we coupled LMDZ to
the ORCHIDEE land surface scheme, we increased the bare
soil fraction by 30% to decrease the continental recycling.
Although this unrealistically shuts off evapotranspiration and
precipitation over the African continent, the vapor dD is
reduced by only 40‰ in winter, that is, half what is needed to
agree with the data (not shown).
Figure 6. Comparison of the observed and simulated response of precipitation isotopes to variations in
convective activity. (a) Precipitation simulated over Niamey (green) and observed by GPCP (dashed red)
from June to September 2006. A 5 day running mean has been applied. (b) d18Op simulated over Niamey
(green) and observed (red). (c) Same as for Figure 6b but for d‐excess. (d) Correlation between daily
d18Op and precipitation from 15 July to 30 September, as a function of the number of previous days over
which precipitation rate is averaged. For the data, the GPCP precipitation is averaged over 12°N–17°N
and 0°N–8°E; for LMDZ, precipitation is averaged over 8°N–13°N and 4°W–5°E, where d18Op is the
most sensitive.
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[36] To summarize these tests, the distribution of water
vapor isotopic composition is extremely robust in the
LMDZ‐iso model. The reason for the enrichment bias in
annual average and the underestimated seasonality com-
pared to the satellite data remains unclear. Still, this study
highlights isotopic biases in a GCM that are not always
associated with equivalent biases in conventional variables
such as RH or precipitable water. Therefore, the water iso-
topic composition helps identify misrepresentation of pro-
cesses that would have been undetected otherwise. This
added value of isotopic measurements may be explained by
microphysical processes having a small influence on RH
due to regulating processes [Sherwood and Meyer, 2006]
but a larger influence on dD [Bony et al., 2008; Wright et
al., 2009].
3.3.2. Underestimated Intraseasonal Variability
[37] Despite a systematic moist bias in winter in the pre-
cipitable water, the variability in precipitable water is rea-
sonably well captured, with intraseasonal fluctuations of the
order of 10–15 kg/m2 in spring and summer (Figure 4a).
Daily variability in RH in the lower troposphere is also well
captured (Figure 4c), since it is strongly constrained by the
large‐scale circulation [Sherwood, 1996; Pierrehumbert and
Roca, 1998] which we nudge in our simulations. Therefore,
as was the case at the seasonal scale, the underestimated
intraseasonal dD variability may indicate misrepresentations
of some processes that compensate for the water vapor
distribution but not for the isotope distribution. Also, as was
the case at the seasonal scale, none of the sensitivity tests
lead to significant improvement of the intraseasonal vari-
ability in dD.
[38] Sampling LMDZ‐iso at 12:00 local time (close to
SCIAMACHY sampling at 11:00 local time) rather than
using daily averages enhances the variability by a factor of
about 2 (Figure 4a, green). This is because LMDZ‐iso
simulates a strong diurnal cycle in dD of about 25‰ during
moist days, with a minimum at midday, but no diurnal
variations during dry days (Figure 8). This could be con-
sistent with the isotope depletion of the vapor by vertical
mixing when the boundary layer is deeper, presumably
during the moister days. Therefore, an alternative explana-
tion for the underestimated variability in d might be an
underestimate of the diurnal cycle during moist days, which
could be due to insufficient vertical mixing in the boundary
layer in LMDZ.
[39] Finally, dD variations associated with convection are
maximum in the midtroposphere [Bony et al., 2008]. Sim-
ulated dD fluctuations in spring and summer are 3 times
larger at 500 hPa than in the total column water. If the
column water is not totally sampled but slightly biased
toward higher altitudes, as suggested by the tendency of the
SCIAMACHY instrument to underestimate precipitable
water compared to ECMWF, this would also contribute to
the higher observed variability than simulated.
4. Influence of Large‐Scale Dynamics,
Convection, and Land Surface Recycling
Diagnosed From Water‐Tagging Experiments
[40] In the previous section, we have shown that LMDZ‐
iso captures well the two regimes of vapor dD control
(subsidence in dry conditions or convection in wet condi-
tions) and the time scales associated with the isotope
response to convection. This gives us confidence that at
first‐order processes controlling the isotopic composition of
water vapor and precipitation are well simulated. Therefore,
we now use LMDZ‐iso to investigate the influence of large‐
scale dynamics (section 4.1), convection (section 4.2), and
land surface recycling (section 4.3) on the water isotopic
composition.
4.1. Large‐Scale Dynamics
[41] At first order, the tropospheric humidity distribution
can be understood by the last saturation paradigm: The
specific humidity is determined by the saturation humidity
Figure 7. Total column vapor dD as a function of precipita-
ble water for SCIAMACHY (red empty squares), LMDZ‐iso
standard simulation (green full squares), and LMDZ‐iso sim-
ulation with a more accurate advection scheme for water
vapor (blue stars). (a) Monthly mean values averaged over
10°W–20°E and 20°N–30°N. (b) Daily DJF values at all lo-
cations in the 10°W–20°E; 20°N–30°N domain.
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the last time the air parcel has undergone saturation
[Sherwood, 1996; Pierrehumbert and Roca, 1998]. There-
fore, the specific humidity is all the lower as the last satu-
ration has occurred at a much lower temperature, either at
higher altitude or higher latitude. Similarly, last saturation
temperature is expected to control the water vapor isotope
composition [Galewsky et al., 2007; Galewsky and Hurley,
2010]. To quantify the dehydrating and depleting effect of
last saturation temperature, in water‐tagging experiment 1
we tag water vapor by the minimum temperature they have
encountered since they have last evaporated from the
surface [Risi et al., 2010a] (Appendix A2). We diagnose
from this experiment an average minimum temperature
(Tmin) and average minimum humidity at saturation (qsmin)
(Appendix A2).
[42] Vapor dD (dDv) and Tmin have very similar dis-
tributions (Figure 9), suggesting that last saturation tem-
perature controls at first order the spatial and seasonal
variations of dDv in LMDZ‐iso. At the intraseasonal scale,
dDv is primarily controlled by a modulation of large‐scale
subsidence in dry conditions: over Niamey, for example, the
daily correlation between dDv and Tmin is 0.75 in DJF but
only 0.19 in JJA. In wet conditions, dDv is more affected by
convective processes (section 4.2), hence the weaker suc-
cess of the last saturation paradigm in explaining isotope
compositions (and so is the case for RH) [Emanuel and
Pierrehumbert, 1996].
[43] Whereas the specific humidity is reset at its saturation
value at each saturation event, dDv keeps some memory of
processes anterior to the last saturation event: the higher dDv
before the saturation, the higher dDv after the saturation.
Therefore, dDv may give some additional information
regarding where the last saturation has taken place. Specif-
ically, for a given saturation humidity, dDv is higher if sat-
uration occurs in midlatitudes rather than in the tropical
upper troposphere (Figure 10). This is likely due to surface
evaporation recharging air masses in heavy isotopes as they
move poleward [Noone, 2008]. Therefore, for a given
humidity, dDv will be higher if dry air is transported equa-
torward from midlatitudes than if it is transported downward
from the upper troposphere as part of the subsiding branch
of the Hadley cell. The relative contribution of large‐scale
subsidence [Schneider et al., 2006; Couhert et al., 2010]
versus isentropic transport from midlatitudes [Galewsky et
al., 2005] in controlling the subtropical RH remains a
subject of debate. The simulated isotopic difference between
these two sources of moisture indicates the potential of dDv
measurements to quantify these two contributions. For
example, the underestimated depletion in the Sahara in
LMDZ‐iso may reflect an underestimated contribution of the
subsiding branch of the Hadley cell versus meridional
transport in the model.
[44] To summarize, as RH, dDv is mainly controlled by
the last saturation temperature in dry conditions. But in
contrast to RH, it also keeps some memory of processes
anterior to the last saturation, so it informs about dehydra-
tion pathways.
4.2. Convection
4.2.1. Large‐Scale Versus Local Controls
[45] Two kinds of processes may significantly influence
the seasonal and intraseasonal evolution of d18Op. First,
processes along the air mass trajectories may affect the low‐
level vapor d18O (d18Ov) at the large scale, such as the
depletion by mixing with unsaturated downdrafts [Risi et al.,
2008a, 2008b, 2010a] and by rain reevaporation and isoto-
pic exchanges between rain and water vapor [Lawrence
et al., 2004; Worden et al., 2007; Field et al., 2010]. A
change in large‐scale d18Ov will be reflected into a change in
d18Op since the low‐level vapor feeds convective systems
and since the precipitation reequilibrates isotopically with
this vapor as it falls. Second, rain‐reevaporation and isotopic
exchanges may lead to a local departure of d18Op compared
to d18Ov, at the scale of the convective system that produces
the precipitation. To better understand what controls d18Op,
we thus decompose d18Op into these two contributions as
follows:
18Op ¼ 18Ov þ 18Op  18Ov
 
:
[46] The first and second terms represent the contributions
of effect of large‐scale processes and of local rain re-
evaporation processes respectively.
[47] Note that we assume that the effect of condensation
altitude and processes do not contribute significantly to
d18Op [Risi et al., 2008a, 2010a; Yoshimura et al., 2010].
This is confirmed by tagging experiment 1: Except for drops
condensing from vapor at temperatures lower than 243 K,
raindrops condensing from vapor at different minimum
temperatures have exactly the same d18O within 1‰. The
few drops that have condensed at temperatures lower than
Figure 8. Composites of the diurnal evolution of dD in
column‐integrated water vapor simulated by LMDZ in the
control simulation. (Blue) Days in May and June when the
precipitable water anomaly relatively to the seasonal cycle
exceeds 0.8 kg/m2. (Orange) Days in May and June when
the precipitable water anomaly relatively to the seasonal
cycle is lower than −0.8 kg/m2. Days used in the composites
are colored in Figure 4. SCIAMACHY samples the Sahel
everyday at about 10:00 universal time coordinated, corre-
sponding to 11:00 local time.
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243 K (less than 10% of the total precipitation) are on
average −3.5‰ more depleted than other drops. Since vapor
at these very cold temperatures (corresponding to altitudes
higher than 300 hPa) is 35‰ more depleted than at the
surface, this shows that the signature of condensation height
is at least 90% masked by reequilibration with the vapor as
drops fall.
[48] We analyze the isotope variability over Niamey as an
example. Before the onset, variations in local rain reevapora-
tion explain d18Op variations almost completely (Figure 11a,
green). Positive peaks in d18Op correspond to maxima in
reevaporated fraction of raindrops and minima in RH, in
phase with minimum precipitation rates (Figures 11a and
11b). This is consistent with the instantaneous response of
d18Op to convection: Weak convective systems generally
occur in dry environments associated with a strong re-
evaporation of the falling rain and thus with a richer pre-
cipitation. Similarly, dp is mainly controlled all along the
monsoon by local rain reevaporation (Figure 11c).
[49] On the other hand, after the onset, d18Op is controlled
both by the rain reevaporation and by larger‐scale processes
(Figure 11, green and blue). Applying a methodology to
quantify these two contributions detailed in Appendix B, we
find that local rain reevaporation and large‐scale processes
explain 70% and 30% of the daily d18Op variability
respectively. These large‐scale controls on d18Ov are the
focus of the next section.
Figure 9. Relationship between the low‐level vapor dD and subsidence in LMDZ‐iso. Minimum tem-
perature undergone by water molecules (left) and dD of the vapor (right). (a) Annual average at the lowest
level, (b) monthly averages as a function of latitude averaged over 5°W–10°E, and (c) daily profiles of
Niamey. Contours show the surface temperature.
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4.2.2. Understanding Large‐Scale Controls Through
Water Tagging
[50] To understand what processes affect d18Ov after the
onset, we analyze the d18Ov variability over Niamey thanks
to several water‐tagging experiments.
[51] To quantify the possible effect of varying air mass
origin [e.g., Araguas‐Araguas et al., 1998], in tagging
experiment 2 we tag evaporation from the different oceanic
basins and from the continent [Koster et al., 1986; Delaygue
et al., 2000; Werner et al., 2001; Noone and Simmonds,
2002b; Bosilovich and Schubert, 2002; Yoshimura et al.,
2004]. In experiment 3 we tag water molecules that transit
through each of three three‐dimensional (3‐D) domains,
delimiting the three main air flows in the Sahel: the mon-
soon flow, advecting at low‐levels moist and cool air from
the southwest, the Harmattan, advecting dry and warm air
from the Sahara and the African easterly jet, advecting moist
air at midlevels from the east (Appendix A3). We found
little correlation between d18Ov and the relative proportions
or compositions of vapor from different oceanic basins or
from different air flows at the seasonal and intraseasonal
time scales (not shown). This shows that physical processes
along trajectories, rather than the geographic origin of water,
control the isotope composition at these time scales. More
specifically, the variability in d18Ov reflects mainly that in
the monsoon flow vapor, which is the main source of
moisture in Niamey.
[52] To disentangle the effect of continental recycling
from other processes along trajectories, in tagging experi-
ment 2 we tag the water that evaporates over land versus
ocean. We find that variations in d18O of the oceanic vapor
(d18Ooce) are in phase with those of d
18Ov but with much
larger amplitudes (Figure 12a, blue), whereas the contribu-
tion of continental d18O is out of phase with d18Ov, espe-
cially after the monsoon onset (Figure 12a, green). This
shows that variations in d18Ov are mainly driven by varia-
tions in d18Ooce and dampened by continental recycling. We
estimate (following Appendix C) that variations in the
oceanic and continental vapor d18O vapor account for 110%
and −50% respectively of the amplitude of d18Ov variations.
[53] What processes along trajectories explain variations
in d18Ooce? Convective mixing by unsaturated downdrafts
has a strong depleting impact on the lower tropospheric
vapor [Risi et al., 2008a] (N. Kurita et al., Water vapor re-
cycling induced by the MJO convection, submitted to
Journal of Geophysical Research, 2010). To quantify this
effect, in tagging experiment 4 we tag the water vapor that
has gone through unsaturated downdrafts in the convective
parametrization at least once since they have last evaporated
from the surface. This experiment shows that the d18Ov
variability is mainly driven by variations in the d18O of the
vapor having been through unsaturated downdrafts (d18Oddft)
relatively to that of the remaining vapor (Figure 12b: 120%
of d18Ov variability). This contribution is anticorrelated with
precipitation averaged over the 10 to 20 previous days over a
wide Sahelian area and along the monsoon trajectories (not
shown). The progressive depletion of vapor by unsaturated
downdrafts thus explains the temporal and spatial integration
of the convective signal by d18Ov. On the other hand,
stronger recycling by surface evaporation during these con-
vective phases slightly dampen this depletion (−30%).
[54] Why are unsaturated downdrafts more depleted as
convection increases? First, they bring vapor down more
quickly from higher up into the boundary later [Risi et al.,
2008a]. Second, in a moister air, the vapor of unsaturated
downdrafts becomes less enriched by rain reevaporation and
more depleted by diffusive exchanges with the rain
[Lawrence and Gedzelman, 1996; Risi et al., 2008a]. These
two effects are supported by tagging experiment 5 in
which we tag precipitation reevaporation (Figure 12c):
54% of d18Ov variability is explained by more depleted
rain reevaporation in wetter conditions. The remaining is
explained by d18Ov variability in the remaining vapor, likely
due to stronger downdrafts bringing vapor from higher up.
To summarize, in wet conditions d18O integrates convective
activity trough progressive depletion of the vapor by
unsaturated downdrafts along air mass trajectories and rain
reevaporation accounts for half of this depletion.
[55] Conversely, may we use the isotopic composition of
water vapor to design diagnostics that quantify the contri-
bution of rain reevaporation to the lower tropospheric
moistening as suggested by Worden et al. [2007]? When
tuning a parameter in the convective scheme to double rain
reevaporation, the contribution of rain reevaporation to
d18Ov intraseasonal variability increases from half to 66%
Figure 10. Vapor dD as a function of saturation specific
humidity at the minimum temperature undergone by the par-
cels (Tmin) in winter, along a meridional transect (from 10°N
to 60°N) at 765 hPa or along a vertical profile (from 765 to
400 hPa) in theWest African tropics (between 0°N and 10°N).
All values are averaged over 10°W–10°E and December–
January 2006. The 765 hPa level corresponds to the model
level at which dD is the closest from total column dD. Also
shown are theoretical Rayleigh distillation and mixing lines
starting from 900 hPa at 10°N and ending at −30°C.
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(not shown). However, this is compensated by a slightly
reduced convective activity, so that in the end both simu-
lations have nearly identical d18Ov. On the other hand,
doubling rain reevaporation increases dv by 2‰ in average
after the onset. This suggests dv measurements may pro-
vide complementary information to d18Ov to disentangle
the relative effect of depletion by rain reevaporation and
by other convective processes. However, first dv measure-
ments would be necessary to assess the credibility of dv in
LMDZ‐iso.
4.3. Continental Recycling
4.3.1. Role of Land Surface Processes in Controlling
Vapor and Precipitation Isotopes
[56] To investigate further the effect of continental re-
cycling, in tagging experiment 6 we tag continental evapo-
ration depending on whether it originates from transpiration
(with the composition of the soil water: Washburn and
Smith [1934]; Barnes and Allison [1988]) or bare soil
evaporation (more depleted than the soil water due to frac-
tionation: Barnes and Allison [1983]; Allison et al. [1983];
Moreira et al. [1997]) in a simulation coupled to ORCHI-
DEE‐iso. As air moves inland, its oceanic vapor gets depleted
by convection, but this is compensated by an increase in the
proportion of enriched vapor from continental recycling
(d18Ocon), leading to an almost constant d
18Ov along tra-
jectories (Figures 13a and 13b). This vapor is more enriched
because it arises from previous precipitation mainly by
transpiration, which does not fractionate [Washburn and
Smith, 1934; Barnes and Allison, 1988; Moreira et al.,
1997]. Fractionation during bare soil evaporation has a rel-
atively small impact on d18Ov (d
18Ocon is only 3‰ more
depleted than would be the case if continental vapor origi-
nated from transpiration only) but has a much stronger on dv
[Gat and Matsui, 1991]: Vapor from continental recycling in
Niamey has a d‐excess 13‰ higher than would be the case
with transpiration only (not shown). To summarize, d18Ov
reflects the continental recycling intensity while dv reflects
more the partitioning of this recycling into bare soil evap-
oration and transpiration.
4.3.2. Inferring Continental Recycling Using Isotope
Gradients
[57] Since continental recycling partly compensate for the
convective depletion along trajectories (Figure 13), d18Ov
gradients along trajectories should give information about the
continental recycling intensity. To what extent could we use
these d18Ov gradients (e.g., as observed by SCIAMACHY or
by a network of in situ instruments) to quantify continental
recycling? Using a simple budget equation, we show that a
continental recycling proxy could be theoretically estimated
Figure 11. (a) Daily d18O in the precipitation (d18Op, red) and in the lowest level vapor (d
18Ov, blue),
and the difference d18Op − d18Ov (green), simulated by LMDZ‐iso. (b) Precipitation rate, relative humid-
ity of the lowest level air, and reevaporated fraction of the rain, simulated by LMDZ‐iso. (c) Same as a but
for d‐excess. To better compare the different curves on the same plots, we added 10‰ to d18Ov, sub-
tracted 10‰ to d18Op − d18Ov and added 15‰ to dp − dv. All time series have been applied a 5 day run-
ning mean. The period of the monsoon onset is highlighted as an orange rectangle.
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by measuring dv and dp along air mass trajectories
(Appendix D)
d
rcon
1 rcon
 
=dx ¼ dv=dx dvoce=dx
p  v ;
where rcon is the proportion of the vapor originating from
continental evaporation, and dvoce and dvcon are the d of the
vapor originating from ocean and continental evaporation
respectively. To quantify the accuracy of such an estimate,
we compare d rcon1rcon
 
=dx inferred from isotopes in LMDZ‐
iso to that diagnosed from water tagging, over Niamey as an
example. If we know dvocedx , then d
rcon
1rcon
 
can be estimated
with a reasonable precision (Figure 14, red): the correlations
between simulated and reconstructed recycling proxy are
0.98 and 0.95 at the monthly and daily scales respectively,
and the root‐mean‐square errors are 0.06 and 0.11 respec-
tively. However, dvocedx strongly depends on convective
activity (section 4.2.2) whose isotopic response is difficult to
quantify directly from observations. It anticorrelates with the
precipitation integrated along the trajectory (P) with r =
−0.63 at the daily time scale in summer. Assuming a linear
relationship between P and dvocedx to estimate
dvoce
dx , the root‐
mean‐square error of the continental recycling estimation
increases to 0.24 and 0.21 at the monthly and daily time
scales respectively (Figure 13, green), corresponding to an
accuracy of 50% at best on the recycling proxy.
[58] To summarize, if the effect of convective processes
on the isotopic composition of water vapor was very well
understood and could be quantified, then the intensity of
Figure 12. Contribution of vapor recycling by land surface evaporation, unsaturated downdrafts, and
rain reevaporation to the intraseasonal variability in d18Ov as decomposed following Appendix C. (a)
d18O in the total vapor at the lowest level over Niamey (thick solid black) and the three contributions to its
variability diagnosed from the continental recycling tagging experiment: change in continental proportion
(dotted red), change in oceanic vapor d18O (dashed blue), and change in the relative d18O of the conti-
nental and oceanic vapor (dash‐dotted green). (b) Same as Figure 12a but for the unsaturated downdraft
tagging experiment: change in downdraft proportion (dotted red), change in residual vapor d18O (dashed
blue), and change in the relative d18O of the downdraft and residual vapor (dash‐dotted green). (c) Same
as Figure 12a but for the precipitation reevaporation tagging experiment: change in the proportion of
vapor arising from precipitation reevaporation (dotted red), change in residual vapor d18O (dashed blue),
and change in the relative d18O of the reevaporation and residual vapor (dash‐dotted green). The sub-
scripts con, oce, dft, rev, and rest denote the continental vapor, oceanic vapor, downdraft vapor, re-
evaporation vapor, and remaining vapor, respectively. All time series have been applied a 5‐day running
mean. All contributions have been added the average d18Ov for visualization purpose. The major con-
tributions are highlighted by thicker lines. The percentage numbers in parentheses in the key result from
the quantification method described in Appendices B and C. The period of the monsoon onset is high-
lighted as an orange rectangle.
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continental recycling could be inferred from a single iso-
topologue with a good accuracy. However, quantifying the
effect of convective processes remains the key uncertainty.
5. Conclusion
5.1. Summary
[59] The goal of this study was to investigate the added
value of water isotope measurements to better understand
and estimate the hydrological cycle in the Sahel and to better
evaluate its representation in atmospheric GCMs.
[60] First, comparing the LMDZ GCM with several sat-
ellite and in situ data sets documenting the isotopic com-
position of vapor and precipitation, we show that the model
is able to represent the main controls of the water isotopic
composition at the intraseasonal to seasonal time scales.
However, several isotopic biases of the model (excessive
enrichment and underestimated seasonal and intraseasonal
variability) are not directly associated with biases in
humidity, highlighting the added value of water isotopes to
detect the misrepresentation of hydrological processes that
would go undetected otherwise.
[61] Second, understanding what controls the isotopic
composition of water vapor and precipitation is a first step
toward assessing their added value to better understand the
hydrological cycle. Using a novel water‐tagging approach,
we disentangled and quantified the relative effect of large‐
scale circulation, convection, and continental recycling at
the seasonal and intraseasonal time scales (Figure 15). In
particular, we highlight the important role of large‐scale
subsidence in dry conditions and of unsaturated downdrafts,
rain reevaporation, and isotope exchanges between rain and
water vapor in wet conditions.
[62] Third, at the light of this improved understanding of
the isotopic signal, we show that (1) the isotopic composi-
Figure 13. (a) Evolution of the relative proportion of the
lowest level vapor having evaporated over land (brown)
and ocean (blue) along the monthly trajectory to Niamey in
July 2006 simulated by LMDZ‐iso coupled to ORCHIDEE
and diagnosed fromwater‐tagging experiment 6. The propor-
tion of vapor having evaporated over land through transpira-
tion (as opposed to bare soil evaporation) is also shown
(green). (b) Same as for Figure 13a but for d18O of the vapor
from different origins. The composition of the total vapor
(black), evapotranspiration (magenta), and precipitation
(red) fluxes are also shown.
Figure 14. Accuracy of a method to estimate continental
recycling from vapor and precipitation d18O measurements,
applied over Niamey for the LMDZ‐ORCHIDEE simulation
as an example. (a) At the monthly scale; (b) at the intrasea-
sonal scale during June to September. See text for details.
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tion of water vapor may help quantify the relative contri-
bution of two dehydration pathways in the subtropics,
namely dehydration in the tropical upper troposphere versus
in mid latitudes [Schneider et al., 2006], and (2) continental
recycling could be inferred from water vapor measurements
provided that the influence of convective processes on the
isotopic depletion along trajectory, which is still a major
uncertainty, could be quantified.
5.2. Perspectives
[63] This study demonstrates on a regional case study the
power of diagnostic tools provided by isotopic GCMs, in
particular water tagging. The Sahel constitutes an interesting
case study where large‐scale dynamics, convection and
continental recycling all play a key role in the regional
moisture budget [Hall and Peyrillé, 2006], but this kind of
modeling approach could be readily extended to other regions
in the future.
[64] The strong underestimate of the intraseasonal vari-
ability in vapor dD in LMDZ‐iso compared to SCIAMACHY
and TES, while the intraseasonal variability in precipitable
water, relative humidity, and dD in precipitation is accept-
able, raises questions. The development of GCM simulators
of satellite data, which emulate what the satellite instrument
would retrieve if it was flying in the world of the GCM, is
now commonplace to compare water vapor or cloud satellite
Figure 15. Summary of our understanding of the relative influence of the large‐scale dynamics, convec-
tion, and continental recycling on the vapor and precipitation composition in the Sahel. The percentages
represent the contribution of the different processes to the intraseasonal variability of precipitation d at
Niamey as deduced from our water tagging analysis. (a) During the winter season, the vapor d is con-
trolled by the intensity of large‐scale subsidence associated with the descending branch of the Hadley cell
and by dry air advection from midlatitude eddies. (b) In summer before the monsoon onset, variations in
vapor d may be associated with the varying development of the boundary layer. The precipitation d and d‐
excess are controlled locally by the intensity of rain reevaporation. (c) In summer after the monsoon onset,
variations in vapor d explain 30% of variations in precipitation d and local rain reevaporation explains the
remaining 70% (and the totality of precipitation d‐excess variations). The vapor d is mainly controlled by
regional and upstream convective activity, through progressive depletion by unsaturated downdrafts along
trajectories. Rain reevaporation in these downdrafts and their dynamic effect contribute each to half of the
intraseasonal variations in vapor d (i.e., each 20% of the variability of the precipitation). At all times, con-
tinental recycling dampens the depleting effect of large‐scale subsidence or convection along trajectories.
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data to GCMs in a consistent way [e.g., Yu et al., 1996;
Roca et al., 1997; Klein and Jakob, 1999;Webb et al., 2001;
Haynes et al., 2007; Chepfer et al., 2008]. Development of
this model‐to‐satellite approach for isotopic retrievals may
permit a more rigorous model‐data comparison and a better
quantification of the different sources of disagreement.
Moreover, the development of in situ vapor measurements
with new laser spectroscopy techniques [Gupta et al., 2009]
will allow us to monitor the intraseasonal variability in
isotopes with a higher temporal resolution and to document
the diurnal cycle that may significantly affect the dD
observed by satellite over tropical continental regions.
[65] We have shown that the influence of convective
processes on the water vapor composition remains difficult.
In the future, incorporating water isotopologues in a cloud
resolving model and increased observations of water vapor
isotopes will help gain better insight into how convective
processes affect the isotope composition at the mesoscale.
[66] We have shown that the diurnal cycle may play a
key role in the intraseasonal isotope variability. Dramatic
improvements are expected in the CMIP5 version of LMDZ,
with a boundary layer scheme including thermal plumes and
associated moist processes [Rio and Hourdin, 2007] coupled
to the convective scheme, which allows to capture the
smooth transition from shallow to deep convection during
the diurnal cycle [Rio et al., 2009]. Moreover, the CMIP5
version will include a parameterization of cold pools gen-
erated by the reevaporation of the convective rainfall
[Grandpeix and Lafore, 2010; Grandpeix et al., 2010],
which will allow an implicit representation of the degree of
organization of convection and may increase the currently
underestimated isotopic variations associated with convec-
tion. In the future, we will explore how measurements of the
water isotopic composition could be used as an additional
evaluation tool for model parameterizations.
Appendix A: Water‐Tagging Experiments
A1. General Principle
[67] The principle of our water‐tagging experiments is
very similar to that of Joussaume et al. [1984], Koster et al.
[1986, 1992], Cole et al. [1999], Delaygue et al. [2000],
Werner et al. [2001], Noone and Simmonds [2002b], Vuille
et al. [2003], Yoshimura et al. [2004], and Frankenberg et
al. [2009] tagging the evaporative origin and those of
Galewsky et al. [2005], Hurley and Galewsky [2010], and
Wright et al. [2010] tagging 3‐D domains of last saturation.
A number n of new tracers are added for each isotopic
species i, including H2
16O, so
qi ¼
Xn
j¼1
xi;j;
where qi is the mixing ratio of the total isotope species and
xi,j are the mixing ratios of the additional tracers for the
traditional isotope species i. This definition requires us to
run a new simulation for each tagging experiment but allows
us to check mass conservation.
[68] All tagging tracers are passive and have influence
neither on the hydrological cycle nor on isotopic processes.
These tracers undergo exactly the same processes as tra-
ditional isotopologues, except those processes targeted by
the experiment. During condensation, the isotopic ratio of
droplets for each tag is calculated from that of the vapor of
the same tag, so droplets record the influence of moisture
origin on the composition of the vapor they condense from.
On the other hand, each tracer in raindrops reequilibrates
isotopically with the total vapor, because reequilibration
tends to homogenized the rain composition toward an equi-
librium with the ambient vapor.
[69] Tracers behave differently only for processes targeted
by the experiment. For example, in experiment 2, tagging
evaporative origin, only the tracer corresponding to the
geographical location is created during surface evaporation.
In experiment 4, tagging unsaturated downdrafts, all tracers
are converted into the unsaturated downdraft tag as soon as
they enter an unsaturated downdraft.
A2. Tagging the Minimum Temperature Encountered
[70] This tagging experiment was described in Risi et al.
[2010a]. It is similar to those of Galewsky et al. [2005],
Hurley and Galewsky [2010], and Wright et al. [2010],
except that here we tag directly the minimum temperature,
whereas they tagged the saturation altitude and latitude. A
tag is attributed to each of five temperature bins: higher than
293 K, 293 K to 284.3 K, 284.3 K to 267.7 K, 267.7 K to
243 K, and lower than 243 K. At each GCM time step, the
fraction of the vapor whose temperature is lower than the
temperature of its tag is retagged with the tag corre-
sponding to its temperature. Therefore, the total water
vapor and its isotopologues are mixtures of water vapor of
different tags representing the minimum temperatures they
have encountered.
[71] We diagnose in each grid box the average minimum
temperature encountered Tmin as [Risi et al., 2010a]
Tmin ¼
X5
i¼1
riTbin;i;
where ri is the proportion of water molecules with tag i and
Tbin,i the average temperature of each bin i. We approximate
Tbin,i to 296 K, 289 K, 276 K, 256 K, and 240 K respec-
tively for the different bins.
Figure A1. Definition of the 3‐D tagged domains for tag-
ging experiment 3: monsoon flow, African Easterly Jet
(AEJ) and Sahara boundary layer (Sahara BL).
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[72] Similarly, we diagnose the average minimum satu-
ration humidity encountered qsmin as:
qsmin ¼
X5
i¼1
riqs Tbin;i;Pbin;i
 
;
where qs is the specific humidity at saturation and Pbin,i is
the average pressure of each bin, approximated following an
average temperature profile over 30°S–30°N.
A3. Tagging the Main Air Flows to the Niamey Area
[73] To investigate the effect of varying air mass origin, in
tagging experiment 3 we tag water vapor that transits
through each of three 3‐D domains, delimiting the three
main air flows in the Sahel (Figure A1): the monsoon flow
(5°S–8°N, 40°W–15°E, 1000–850 hPa), the Harmattan
(20°N–30°N, 10°W–40°E, 1000–700 hPa), and the African
easterly jet (8°N–20°N, 10°E–30°E, 700–400 hPa). As soon
as water vapor enters one of these domains, it gets the tag of
this domain. This tag is lost when water vapor enter another
domain or precipitate. Evaporation from the surface is
tagged with a fourth tag.
Appendix B: Quantifying Several Contributions to
an Isotopic Signal
[74] The goal is to decompose the simulated isotopic
variability into several contributions. As an example, we
explain here and illustrate in Figure B1 how to decompose
the d18Op signal into a large‐scale signal (d
18Ov) and a local
effect of rain reevaporation and isotopic exchanges between
rain and vapor (d18Op − d18Ov) (section 4.2). The sum of
these two contributions equals the signal of interest d18Op.
The daily time series of these two contributions (as plotted
in Figure 11a) are plotted as a function the daily time series
of d18Op. The slope of the linear regression indicates the
fraction of the d18O variability explained by each of these
two contributions: 24% for d18Ov and 76% for d
18Op −
d18Ov. We check that the sum of these two contributions
equals 100%.
[75] This method can be generalized to decompositions
with more than two contributions. Note that the quantifi-
cation of the different contributions may not always sum up
to 100% due to nonlinearity or when the different terms are
not all in phase.
Appendix C: Understanding Isotopic Variations
Using Water Tagging
[76] The goal is to quantify the isotopic effect of conti-
nental recycling, downdraft recycling, and precipitation
reevaporation using water‐tagging experiments. This applies
for experiments in which we tag the continental evaporation
versus the rest (experiment 2), unsaturated downdrafts versus
the rest (experiment 4), and precipitation reevaporation ver-
sus the rest (experiment 5).
[77] Considering the water vapor as a mixture of two
water reservoirs, the isotopic variations can be caused by
isotopic variations in either one of the mixing components
or by changes in the mixing proportions. Taking the
example of experiment 4, we have
v ¼ rdftdft þ 1 rdftð Þrest;
where dv, ddft, and drest are the d of the total vapor, unsat-
urated downdraft vapor, and the remaining vapor and rdft is
the proportion of the total vapor originating from unsatu-
rated downdrafts.
[78] Differentiating and linearizing this equation yields
dv ¼ drdft dft  restð Þ þ rdftd dft  restð Þ þ drest;
where d indicates the difference from the temporal average
and the overline indicates temporal average. The three terms
represent respectively (1) change in the proportion of vapor
from unsaturated downdrafts, (2) change in downdrafts
composition relatively to the remaining water, and (3) iso-
topic variations in the remaining water. Their sum should
equal ddv within errors related to neglecting nonlinear terms.
We chose to isolate d(ddft − drest) rather than dddft so processes
Figure B1. Illustration of our method to decompose the iso-
topic variability into different contributions as explained in
Appendix B: example for decomposing the d18Op signal
into a large‐scale signal (d18Ov, blue) and a local effect of rain
reevaporation and isotopic exchanges between rain and vapor
(d18Op − d18Ov, green). The daily time series of these two
contributions (as plotted in Figure 11a) are plotted as a
function the daily time series of d18Op. We added 10‰ and
−10‰ to d18Ov and d18Op − d18Ov for visualization purpose
only. The slope of the linear regression indicates the fraction
of the d18O variability explained by each of these two con-
tributions: 24% for d18Ov and 76% for d
18Op − d18Ov. We
check that the sum of these two contributions equals 100%.
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unrelated to unsaturated downdrafts affecting all water vapor
parcels will be excluded from the unsaturated downdraft term
(term 2). We quantify these contributions to dv variability by
applying the method explained in Appendix B.
Appendix D: Quantifying Continental Recycling
From Isotope Measurements
[79] The isotope composition of the vapor dv results from
a mixture of vapor from continental and oceanic origins as
follows:
v ¼ 1 rconð Þvoce þ rconvcon;
where rcon is the proportion of the vapor originating from
continental evaporation and dvoce and dvcon are the d of the
vapor originating from ocean and continental evaporation
respectively.
[80] We assume that the continental vapor originates from
the precipitation that has accumulated in the soil as follows:
vcon ¼ p;
and that the disequilibrium between precipitation and vapor
is constant
 ¼ p  v:
[81] Then
v ¼ voce þ rcon1 rcon :
[82] By differentiating along a trajectory, we get
d
rcon
1 rcon
 
=dx ¼ dv=dx dvoce=dx
p  v :
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